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GARAGUM HOTEL PROJECT NEWS BROADCAST ON RUSSIAN TV
“Garagum”, a multifunctional hotel and business centre, is
under construction by our company in Ashgabat, the capital of
Turkmenistan. It was visited by the President of
Turkmenistan, Mr. Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov, and on
February 10, 2021 it was mentioned on a news programme on
the Russian TV channel, Mir24.

group), and Arnold Pagaldo (HSE Chief) were interviewed
about the uniqueness and features of the hotel.
This project is located next to Ashgabat International Airport.
It will become one of the landmarks of Ashgabat, thanks to
its extraordinary design and multifunctionality, and will leave
an unforgettable impression on visitors to Turkmenistan.

During the news broadcast, Bulent Tuzcu (Project
Coordinator), Hasan Erhan Acikyol (Chief of the construction

https://mir24.tv/news/16447240/simvol-gostepriimstva-berdymuhamedov-posetil-gostinichnyi-kompleks-karakum
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EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION ON ASU PROJECTS
The assembly of the equipment continues on two twin Algerian Air Separation Units projects owned by the joint venture
Helios (JV of Air Procucts and Sonatrach) and located in the
Arzew and Haoud Berkaoui fields. The largest equipment

installation within the scope of the project with a weight of
170 tons and a length of 47.5 meters has been successfully
completed on the both projects.

Arzew Air Separation Unit

Haoud Berkaoui Air Separation Unit
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FIRST SUBDECK MANUFACTURING OF AWP-1B PROJECT IS COMPLETED
Rönesans Holding’s Krondeks factory, in the Arctic city of
Murmansk in Russia, has started operations at full capacity.

from the steel workshop to the painting workshop using a 2 × 18
axis self-propelled modular transporter (SPMT).

On the Arctic-LNG2 AWP-1B project, the first subdeck
prefabrication of the 2-TMP-001 module has been completed.

The Krondeks factory has an annual manufacturing capacity of
12,000 tons of steel, 450,000 wdi pipe, 2,000 tons of supports
and 450,000m2 of steel painting.

The subdeck (457 tons, 40m long and 18m wide) was transferred
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UDOKAN PLANT PROJECT: 5 M MAN-HOURS WITHOUT LTI
In December 2020, at the Mining Enrichment Project owned by the Baikal Mining Company, which operates in the Zabaikalsky Krai region
of Russia, Renaissance Heavy Industries reached a milestone of five million man-hours without a lost time injury (LTI).

GARAGUM PROJECT: 5 M MAN-HOURS WITHOUT LTI
In January 2021, the Garagum multi-purpose hotel and business centre project in Ashgabat, Turkmenistan, passed a milestone of five
million man-hours without any lost time injuries (LTIs).
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RHI OBTAINS REFUND FROM STATE SOCIAL FUNDS
Order No. 580 of the Ministry of Labour and
Social Security of the Russian Federation states
that companies are eligible to receive refunds
of social security payments, depending on their
HSE improvements. RHI completed the process
by fulfilling all the requirements and obtained
the maximum possible refund.

RHI has obtained a refund of 20.5 million rubles
refund from state social funds of HSE and
COVID-19 related costs.

This is as a result of work carried out by the
accounting and HSE departments of Moscow
head office.

KPI ASSESSMENT HELD AT POWER
PLANT PROJECT

RCA COURSE IN TURKISH BEING
TAUGHT ON SITE

In January 2021, the Annual Occupational Health and Safety KPI
Evaluation Meeting of the Project Management and Construction
Groups was held at the 432 MW Simple Cycle Power Plant Project,
which is under construction in Charjev District, Lebap Region,
Turkmenistan.

RHI HSE staff have participated in a Root Cause Analysis (RCA)
course and been awarded the Kelvin TOP-SET accredited certificate
(internationally recognised) free of charge.
The course enhances and consolidates existing RCA knowledge,
helps even experienced investigators to clarify the steps needed to
get to the real root causes, and develops capabilities in
identifying root causes of an accident. Gaining the certificate
enhances attendees’ careers.

The 2020 goals, which were expedited regularly throughout the
year, were completed with a best practice rating, individually and
as a project. As a result of compliance with performance targets
assigned to the construction groups by the OHS-E Manager, the
2020 average was 92.03%.

The course materials have been translated into the Turkish
language and internal training has started at the sites. The
contents are relayed to HSE staff unable to participate due to the
language barrier.

The President of Rönesans Endüstri Tesisleri and the Energy
Group Director, who attended the meeting by video, examined and
evaluated the group and individual results. During the meeting,
areas for further development were also highlighted. The meeting
concluded by congratulating the project team on its achievements.
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RHI TURKMENISTAN: YEARS OF SERVICE AWARD CEREMONY WAS HELD
This year, RHI marks exactly 10 years from the date of its
foundation. A series of awards has begun for employees who have
worked in our company for five, 10, and more than 15 years (if they
previously worked at other Renaissance Holding companies).

rules were obeyed during the ceremonies as part of the measures
to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
After the opening speeches, the ceremony continued with awards
being made to colleagues who have contributed to our company
by working with us for five years and 10 years. They expressed their
thoughts about Renaissance, their expectations for 2021, and their
good wishes. The ceremony ended with words of gratitude from
the Project Managers, and a group photoshoot.

The award ceremonies began in Turkmenistan, at the Garagum
multipurpose hotel project, which is under construction in
Ashgabat, and at the 432 MW Simple Cycle Power Plant Project in
Charjev District of the Lebap Region, on December 30, 2020 and
January 9, 2021 respectively. Social distancing and mask-wearing
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THE 10TH ANNIVERSARY OF RHI
RHI, which was founded on April 1, 2011, turned ten this year.

Rönesans Holding News

RENAISSANCE CONSTRUCTION AT SHEREMETYEVO AIRPORT, MOSCOW
Undertaking the construction of Terminals B and C of
Sheremetyevo International Airport in Moscow, the largest
airport in Russia, Renaissance Construction renovated runway
No. 1 in a record time of 10 months.
The airport’s VPP-1 runway, renovated by Renaissance
Construction’s group company Energo-Stroy, was opened with a
ceremony held on December 24, 2020.
The runway, the entire development of which was undertaken
by Rönesans Holding’s group company Renaissance
Construction, is 3,352 meters long and 60 meters wide.
The new asphalt runway is more than two meters thick, and
will allow large aircraft such as the Airbus A380 to take oﬀ
and land. The project features state-of-the-art meteorology
equipment, and icing early warning and runway lighting
systems. It is a complete replacement of the first runway, which

was built 60 years ago. The aim is to increase the number of
landings and take-oﬀs per hour, from 90 to 135.
The opening ceremony was attended by Russian government
oﬀicials, Vitaliy Savelyev, Minister of Transport, and Alexander
Neradko, Deputy Minister of Transport and President of the
Russian Federation Civil Aviation Administration (RFCAA). In
his speech, Mr. Savelyev thanked everyone, especially the team
at Renaissance, for their contribution to the completion of the
project in a record time of 10 months. This was achieved despite
the COVID-19 pandemic and the fact that the work was being
carried out at a busy airport.
Costing US$ 110 million, the project featured 300 pieces of
heavy equipment in regular use, 290,000 m3 of concrete,
650,000 tonnes of crushed stone, and over 450 kilometers of
power and communication cables.

“Renaissance” is the registered brand name of Rönesans Holding.
“Renaissance Heavy Industries” and “RHI” are registered brand names of Rönesans Endüstri Tesisleri İnşaat San. ve Tic. A.Ş.
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